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This story is about a little girl who runs to a trusted neighbor Miss Tillie for some help
with her hair. Mackenzie gets teased at school about her hair being a mess and she wants
to fix it. Miss Tillie gently helps Mackenzie with her hair and shares some wisdom too.
Check out these pictures that of people from around the world with glorious hair!

All photos have been cropped and are licensed with CC BY 2.0, Clockwise from top left: “Nubian Knots” by Bluenile Photography, "Woman
with Braided Hair - En route from Adigrat - Ethiopia" by Adam Jones, Ph.D., "Special Hair for her date with Santa" by Mazaletel, "Young Girls
with Hair Curlers - San Jose de Ocoa - Dominican Republic" by Adam Jones, Ph.D., "Blue Green Purple Blend shared via
http://blog.wickerparadise.com" by Wicker Paradise, “Jjokjin Meori - Classic Korean hairstyle” by Cloud.Shepherd.

There is a lot to learn about how to take care of your hair in this book, and, there’s a lot
more to the story than hair! What messages do you hear in what Miss Tillie tells
Mackenzie? Is there a special person like Miss Tillie in your life who helps you learn? Try
writing a story about that person!
Part of the story takes place in Miss Tillie’s garden. What images come to your mind
when you imagine a magical garden?
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Is it like this?

Photo by martinrstone, licensed with CC BY-SA 2.0

Or this?

“Moon Bridge” Photo by TexasEagle. licensed with CC BY-NC 2.0

The writer and illustrator of My Hair is a
Garden, Cozbi A. Cabrera, asks us to use all
our senses as we read this book. There are
parts of the story where we learn what
things looked, smelled, sounded, felt and
even tasted like to Mackenzie. Is there a
special place you like to spend time? Write
a story and add details that help people
who read your story to use their senses.
Look at these pictures of plants you might
Photo by cwwycoff1, licensed under CC BY 2.0
find in Miss Tillie’s garden. What shapes
and colors do you see? Try drawing and painting them. For inspiration, look at Cozbi A.
Cabrera’s illustrations. Notice how some of her illustrations are crisp and detailed while
others are more blurry and indistinct.
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